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Abstract 
 
 
Using experimental methods, zero net-mass flow actuators were optimized 
to manipulate flow around an airborne laser turret in order to reduce destructive 
aero-optics effects. Synthetic jets are created by 50 mm and 27 mm piezoelectric 
disk actuators. Our optimization process involved identifying an actuator’s cavity 
size, driving frequency, and amplitude to achieve the strongest, most consistent jet 
possible. The effects of driving a single actuator versus driving two actuators in or 
out of phase with one another were also investigated. An initial cavity depth was 
determined using the Helmholtz resonator cavity approximation which estimates 
the ideal cavity depth for a given resonance frequency. Hotwires were used to 
collect data and time series for the velocity profile of each actuator at different 
cavity depths, driving frequencies, and amplitudes. The length and area of the 
resonance cavity’s opening slot are being held constant throughout our 
optimization process. When operating at optimized cavity and input settings, the 
piezoelectric disk actuators were found to produce synthetic jets with velocities as 
high as 90 m/s. Two local maxima for synthetic jet velocities were located at 
driving frequencies approximating those of the piezoelectric actuators and 
resonance cavity. Changing the phase and number of actuators resulted in similar 
velocities, but at a different distribution of driving frequencies. The effects of the 
synthetic jets produced by these actuators on the flow acting over a spherical 
turret is being analyzed in wind tunnel testing utilizing flow visualization and 
pressure measurements. 
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Preface 
  
 Airborne laser systems often have the difficulty focusing a high intensity 
beam accurately and precisely on their designated targets. This is due to aero-
optics disturbances caused by the air flow over the system. The United States Air 
Force has funded Syracuse University to investigate this problem and form a 
solution using piezoelectric disk actuators to control the flow. Having been 
selected to partake in the Undergraduate Research Program sponsored by NASA 
and the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department at Syracuse 
University in the summer of 2006, we were lucky to join Dr. Mark Glauser’s 
graduate student team in addressing this issue. This project thus represents a 
culmination of a summer-long research internship at Syracuse University and two 
semesters of independent study. 
This research as a whole is a large scale study that will take many years to 
complete given adequate funding. Our specific role in the research has been to 
optimize the actuators for the flow control and design a housing for them inside of 
the turret. We were very fortunate to have come into this project at its conception 
because we were able to highly influence the development of the study from the 
beginning and see the growth of the project from a purely theoretical question 
posed to a constantly evolving physical entity that has given us unparalleled 
insight into the realm of hands-on engineering, design, and research. The results 
of our specific part of this entire project are really the foundation for all of the 
study’s future work, and so, make our capstone project both exciting and unique. 
It is also important to note that while there has been previous work done with 
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actuators, actuators controlling flow (typically over an airfoil), and the problems 
of aero-optics systems, there is not much linking the three kinds of research. 
Therefore, this project is pioneering in the sense that actuators have not been 
previously used to specifically control flow over aero-optics systems. This has 
made our work both challenging and rewarding by forcing us to be inventive in 
areas that are not fully understood.        
Another unique aspect of this work is that it is a joint project rather than a 
solo effort. The following two paragraphs chronicle in detail the individual efforts 
of both authors. Any activities/research/work not included below was a joint 
effort between both Jon and Moira. Some examples include conceptual designs 
for spatial alignment of the actuators, initial lab set up, much of the data collection 
from a test that looked at driving single versus two actuators and angled slot 
testing, most of the data analysis including a time series analysis, oral 
presentations, and the creation of our American Physical Society (APS) and 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) abstracts and 
presentations, as well as, this Honors Capstone paper.  
 
Jon’s Work 
Background research on turbulence, actuators, hotwires, and synthetic jets 
was conducted on an individual basis. Individual calculations on the geometry of 
the turret and the associated geometric constraints were done. During the first 
phase of turret insert design, several preliminary AutoCAD drawings were created 
to show rough estimates of possible spatial distributions for the actuators in the 
turret bank insert. A PowerPoint presentation was also created as an update to our 
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faculty and graduate advisor, as well as, other graduate students on the progress of 
this first design phase. The cleaning of many of the actuator frames was 
accomplished as well as all of the gluing of actuators into the frames. Much of the 
soldering repairs that were needed on defective actuators, as well as, a lot of the 
actuator wiring were completed too. On certain days, individual equipment setup 
and data collection occurred. This included a very in-depth and primary focus on 
hotwire calibration and the generation of the calibration curves, as well as 
actuator synthetic jet testing with variables in cavity size, height, frequency and 
amplitude. A report book was created and maintained detailing all of the data 
collected by all parties involved with the research. 
 
Moira’s Work 
Background research on turbulence, actuators, hotwires, and synthetic jets 
was conducted on an individual basis. Individual calculations on the geometry of 
the turret and the associated geometric constraints were done. These were 
compared with Jon’s individual calculations. Multiple cavity depth calculations 
were made to determine possible depth sizes for the actuator frames. All of the 
actuator frames (including ones with multiple cavity depths and various 
arrangements of sloped slots), as well as all of the bank inserts were designed and 
drawn in Pro-Engineer. Cleaning of a couple of the frames as well as some 
individual actuator wiring and soldering repairs were done. On certain days, 
individual equipment setup and data collection occurred. Some individual hotwire 
calibration was done; however, the majority of this was either collaborative or 
completed by Jon. Pages of data were hand written as well as organized in 
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Microsoft Excel as additions to the report book created by Jon. After group testing 
yielded a best actuator cavity size based on in-depth knowledge of the allowable 
space in the turret bank acquired from numerous revision drawings of the 
preliminary design, a final design was conceptualized and then created in Pro-
Engineer. This drawing was then sent to be manufactured into the prototype we 
will be using in the full-scale wind tunnel testing. In addition, a scaled down 
model for use in the Syracuse University wind tunnel was designed, drawn, and 
manufactured. Cleaning, sanding, painting, and outfitting the model with 
actuators were done as well. Flow visualization of the upper half of the turret in a 
cross-flow without actuation using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has also 
been done. 
 
This paper was written primarily for a more technical audience, however, 
excluding Chapter 1: Introduction to Theory where it is necessary to use a 
technical language to fully explain the aerodynamics behind this project, we have 
tried to keep the scientific jargon to a minimum. The paper is written in the order 
in which we conducted the project. Thus, the first chapter as previously stated 
discusses the theory behind the study and represents a summary of the research 
we needed to do in order to understand the problem we were going to try to solve. 
The next stage of our project was the design phase, and so, our second chapter is 
appropriately titled Chapter 2: Design. It is broken into the two main components 
we had to create: frames to optimize the actuators and a bank insert to house the 
actuators within the turret. The third chapter is titled Experimental Testing and 
describes our process of actuator optimization in Syracuse University’s SkyTop 
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Laboratory on South Campus. The fourth chapter provides a tabulation and 
discussion of our results from the testing described in Chapter 3. The last chapter 
describes the various applications our work will benefit and looks to the future of 
the project as a whole. The paper then concludes with a list of references and 
appendices of all the figures, graphs, and tables used. 
When reading this paper it is important to note that Chapter 2: Design 
does not detail every change and iteration of the designs made. This would make 
the section dull and tedious to read, and so, only the major design modifications 
are discussed. However, be aware that the drawings of the bank inserts seen in 
that section is the culmination of hundreds of hours of designing and redesigning 
on paper and in Pro-Engineer. Also, the reader should be aware that although the 
section is laid out in a systematic way with a linear progression, the design 
process was far more convoluted, especially due to the fact that there is little 
previous research to reference and there is no truly verified scientific method for 
determining cavity resonance of structures shaped exactly as ours. In addition, 
many aspects of the project were more interdependent than portrayed in this 
paper. For instance, the frames discussed in Chapter 2 had to be experimentally 
tested and the actuators optimized to determine a cavity depth before the bank 
could be fully designed and drawn in Pro-Engineer. Much of the design relied 
heavily upon experimental testing and vice versa. These simplifications and 
omissions were done for ease of reading, and it is not believed that they will 
detract from the paper. 
 
vi 
We are proud of this paper, which represents the result of nearly a year of 
constant work. We hope that the reader finds this paper both informative and 
interesting. More specifically it is desired that the reader finish this paper with a 
better understanding of aero-optics, actuators and synthetic jets, an appreciation 
for the efforts put forth during the design phase of this project, and a feel for the 
significance of this research for other applications. Enjoy! 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Theory 
 
When a laser turret is airborne and subject to cross flow, the laser-beam 
emitted must propagate through a separated shear layer, which impedes the laser’s 
ability to accurately pinpoint its target. The shear layer, in this case, is created by 
the air moving over the turret surface at different velocities and exists at the 
boundary between the air moving at these varying velocities. As the flow moves 
downstream the boundary layer grows due to the transfer of momentum in the 
region of the boundary.6 As a laser beam passes through the distorted flow of the 
separated shear layer, the beam becomes aberrated. This aberration across the  
beam’s aperture can hinder the laser’s ability to focus a highly concentrated 
energy at the designated target.6 It is therefore imperative to control the flow over 
the turret in order to reduce the destructive aero-optics effects that debilitate the 
laser’s performance. 
Synthetic jets are just such a solution to this aero-optics problem.  The use 
of synthetic jet producing piezoelectric actuators was first pioneered by Dr. Miki 
Amitay of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.1 Mounting the jets in the turret allows 
for the jets to interact with the external cross flow over the turret surface. This 
interaction can be manipulated in a way that changes the apparent shape of the 
aerodynamic surface by displacing the local streamlines.  Doing so affects the 
aerodynamic performance by generating a change in the flow boundary and 
modifying the local pressure and vorticity distributions.5 
50 mm and 27 mm double piezoelectric disks, as seen in Figure 1, were 
used to create synthetic jets with a high enough velocity to disturb the separated 
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shear layer on the turret and control the 
flow through which the laser propagates. 
This is done by imparting a zero net-
mass transfer of linear momentum to the 
flow system. This helps reduce the large-
scale structures of the turbulent flow so 
that the laser-beam does not lose its 
focusing capabilities. Synthetic jets are 
generated by creating an assembly 
similar to bellows: two piezoelectric 
disks are placed parallel to each other 
inside a specially designed housing 
which consists of a cavity and exit slot 
of specified length, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.  “Piezoelectric” implies that 
when stimulated with an electrical signal, the diaphragms of each actuator 
oscillate.  Accordingly, as the actuators oscillate, a synthetic jet is produced 
through the alternating ejection and suction of air through the exit slot.  The 
nature of the actuator oscillation and synthetic jet produced is determined by input 
driving signal frequency and amplitude.  What is unique about synthetic jets is 
that they transfer linear momentum to the flow system with zero net mass 
injection across the flow boundary because they are generated completely by the 
working fluid of the flow system in which they are installed.5 As the air is 
 
Figure 1. Front view schematic of a 
double piezoelectric actuator.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Side view of two parallel double 
piezoelectric actuators creating  a synthetic 
jet.  
 
Synthetic jet Exit slot 
Cavity 
Disk 
oscillation 
Disk 
oscillation 
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expelled from the cavity, the edges of the jet orifice or cavity opening cause the 
flow to separate and form into a vortex sheet that usually rolls into a vortex which 
propagates away from the cavity opening.5   The propagation of these vortical 
structures is what is perceived by an observer as the synthetic jet.  Figure 3 
depicts flow visualization of a synthetic jet; notice the curved, expanding vortical 
structure which comprises the jet.  The region near where the jet exits the orifice 
experiences time-periodic formation and advection of discrete vortex pairs.   
These vortex pairs become turbulent, decrease in velocity, and lose their 
coherence; after which, a fully-turbulent jet develops.5,7 The impulse of the vortex 
and its distance from exit slot determine how the vortex will interact with the 
reversed air flow that is sucked back into the cavity due to the pressure drop 
across the cavity opening.5 Accordingly, with such an impulse of vortical 
structures paired with flow reversal, the synthetic jets produced are not of 
constant velocity. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Flow visualization of the synthetic jet obtained 
using Particle Image Velocimetry.5 
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Chapter 2: Design 
In order to optimize the actuators used to control the flow around the turret 
two main pieces were designed. The first was a frame used to test the actuator’s 
ability to produce synthetic jets. The second was a bank insert to house the 
actuators within the turret, which could later be used to manipulate the flow over 
the turret. 
I. Frames 
 Since the frames were to be used solely for the purpose of testing the 
actuators themselves, the first step in designing the frames was to understand 
what experimentation of the actuators would require. It was determined that the 
frames needed to hold two actuators parallel to one another, and that they needed 
to be constructed in a way that they could easily be clamped down during testing.  
Also, multiple sets of actuators within a frame were also preferred to allow for 
easy comparison of varying parameters, such as the slot neck angle and the cavity 
depth between the two parallel actuators. Once these requirements were realized, 
details of the cavity size, slot neck length, area and angle, and overall frame size 
had to be chosen. 
In the use of the considered actuator-cavity apparatus, the synthetic jet can 
be maximized when the vibrating diaphragm of each actuator is driven at a 
frequency approximating the resonance of the cavity and actuator structures. 
Therefore, it is ideal to have an assembly of the actuator and test cavity where the 
resonance of both are similar5, and so, a primary objective of the optimization 
process involves selecting a cavity depth with a resonance frequency that 
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matches that of the actuator’s resonance. According to the manufacturer, the 
resonance frequency of 50 mm diameter actuators is estimated to be 1200 Hz with 
a 200 Hz uncertainty. 27 mm diameter actuators have a resonance frequency of 
2600 Hz with a 300 Hz uncertainty. 50 mm diameter actuators were initially 
chosen for this project, and the cavity depth between each disk pair was found 
using the Helmholtz Resonator equation, shown in Equation (1), which relates the 
resonance frequency of the cavity fres to the area of the jet orifice A, the volume of 
the cavity V, the length of the neck leading from the cavity to its opening L (i.e. 
the length of the jet exit slot), and the speed of sound.  
 
VL
Acf res
π2
=             (1) 
 
Using this approximation for a cavity diameter of 50 mm corresponding to 
that of the actuator at a given range of potential L values (centered around 8mm, 
as dictated by mechanical drawings provided by the Research Lab at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base), ideal cavities depths of 13 mm and 1 mm were 
obtained. However, due to the intended application of the actuators in the laser 
turret, spatial constraints made the larger 13 mm cavity depth less practical. Thus, 
test cavities of 2, 3, and 4 mm depths were also considered to provide a variation 
in the cavity depth parameter for testing. Note that throughout experimental 
investigation, the length and area of the cavity’s exit slot was held constant for all 
considered test cavities. 
The angle of the slot neck was chosen to be either straight (vertical) or at 
30 degrees to the vertical. Selecting the angle of 30 degrees was done based upon 
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the knowledge of Avi Seifert, whose research in actuators shows that 30 degrees 
is the best angle for the exiting synthetic jets to mix with the incoming flow in 
order to manipulate that flow most effectively.  Additional attention was given to 
designating where the slot neck would begin its bend at 30 degrees due to a 
possibility of intersecting the actuator disk, as shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, the size of the frame was determined to be as thick as the largest 
cavity size plus two actuators (18 mm for the frame with the 13 mm cavity depth), 
as wide as the actuator’s diameter plus 2mm on top and bottom, and as long as the 
sum of the diameters of all the actuators (on one side) in the frame plus 2 mm on 
each end and 2 mm between each actuator set. This created a rectangular housing 
for the actuators that was just large enough for small clamps to fix it to a table 
during experimental testing. Figures 5 through 7 show Computer-aided Design 
(CAD) drawings of two of the frames created in Pro-Engineer. Figure 5 shows a 
frame with one cavity depth of 13 mm, two depths of 3 mm, and one depth of 1 
Possible 
problem 
intersecting 
actuator 
Front View Side View 
Actuator 
Frame 
Slot 
Cavity 
Frame 
Figure 4. Front and side view of a single actuator set in a 
frame showing the possible problem caused by angling 
the slot neck. 
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mm from left to right. The 3 mm cavity depth is repeated in order to verify the 
actuator’s precision in producing certain velocity synthetic jets. Figure 6 depicts a 
frame with a set of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm cavity depths (From left to right) to compare 
how drastically 1 mm increments in the depth affects the velocity of the synthetic 
jet. Lastly, Figure 7 shows two cavity depths of 4 mm with the left actuator set 
having a straight slot neck and the right having a 30 degree angled neck to 
compare how angling the slot neck affects the produced jet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Actuator frame with one cavity depth of 13 mm, 
two depths of 3 mm, and one depth of 1 mm from left to 
right. 
Figure 7. Actuator frame with two cavity depths of 4 mm; 
the leftmost actuator set has a straight slot neck and the 
rightmost has a 30 degree angled neck. 
Figure 6. Actuator frame with cavity depths of 1, 2, 3, and 4 
mm from left to right. 
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II. Bank Insert 
 
Once a cavity depth was finalized, a bank insert for the turret could then 
be designed in order to house the greatest number of actuation disks. The number 
of disks was maximized in order to provide greater flexibility in how we could 
control the flow over the turret. Figure 8 displays a cross-sectional view of the 
turret with a cut out of where the bank insert fits. Figure 9 shows the dimensions 
of the turret, demonstrating its relatively small size (only twelve inches in 
diameter). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Turret dimensions. 
Figure 8. Cross-sectional view of the turret with space 
cut-out for a bank insert to house the actuators. 
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Due to the size of the turret, spatial constraints were a large factor in the 
design of the bank insert, which needed to maximize the number of actuators. 
Also, note the top of the turret is where the laser propagates through, inside the 
turret is a lot of wiring, and the small holes seen in Figure 9 are pressure sensors. 
All three of these pieces in the turret act as physical obstacles to the expansion of 
the bank insert to include more actuators. 
In fitting the actuators within the bank, two main options prevailed: 
distributing them perpendicular to the flow or distributing them radially around 
the bank. Figure 10 shows the distribution perpendicular to the flow. One problem 
in this case is fitting the actuator disks within the bank.  The resulting tight fit 
created by this option can be seen in the right hand side of Figure 10. The other 
problem is how drastically the slot neck slopes as also seen in the right picture.  
With a sloped slot neck, unequal left and right sides of the exit slot would result in 
an inconsistency in the velocity of flow moving in and out of the slot.  Also, since 
the Helmholtz resonator equation depends upon the neck length, having an 
uneven neck due to this sort of slope could cause a great change in the cavity 
resonance, which is not desired. Thus, a radial distribution was also considered. 
Figure 11a depicts this layout. Here the sloped-neck problem is eliminated, and 
so, this distribution was chosen. However, in order to fit additional actuators, it 
was decided to overlap two rows (the maximum that would spatially fit) in a 
radial pattern as seen in Figure 11b. This allows for the synthetic jets created by 
the actuators to better cover the turret surface. Intermixing of the jets between the 
rows also helps in the three-dimensionality of the flow. 
10 
   
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
Based on all of the aforementioned geometric and spatial constraints, the 
maximum number of actuators that could be fit into the housing was eleven: 
broken down into one row of five, and one row of six. The final bank insert 
featuring 50 mm diameter actuators with 4 mm cavity depths created in Pro-
Engineer is shown in Figure 12. Take note when viewing Figure 12 that the 
outermost row is able to drop that far below the main body of the bank due to the 
removal of some extraneous pressure sensors within the turret. Also, the slot exits 
Figure 10. Distribution of 
actuators perpendicular to the 
flow. 
Figure 11. (left) Radial distribution of actuators; 
(right) overlapping radial distribution. 
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on the bank surface are slightly curved due to the spherical nature of the piece; it 
is thus impossible to avoid. Focusing on the back view, square holes have been 
designed to create more room to maneuver when placing the actuators in the bank. 
Also, the corners of those holes have been rounded to minimize the collection of 
structural stress there.  Lastly, the bottom view shows two channels (one in each 
row), which were designed to hold the wires from the actuators. The ribs seen in 
this view are purely for support of the structure. 
 
 
 
 
Front View (facing the flow) 
 
 
 
 
 
Back View 
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Top View 
 
 
 
 
Bottom View 
 
 
 
 
 
Originally, the bank insert shown in Figure 11 was supposed to be 
outfitted with actuators and tested in the supersonic wind tunnel at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base. However, due to obstacles in accessing their facilities 
the only wind tunnel that could be utilized during the course of this project was 
Syracuse University’s supersonic wind tunnel in the basement of Link Hall. Since 
this tunnel is far smaller than the Air Force one, a scaled down version of the 
originally designed bank had to be made. In this version, the 27 mm diameter 
actuators were used and new frames were made to test these smaller actuators. 
Also, all of the bank’s dimensions (other than slot width) were essentially halved. 
Figure 13 shows a back view of the scaled down bank.  The only other significant 
Figure 12. Four views of the final bank insert 
design. 
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changes made to the bank were adding exit holes (seen by the small square holes) 
for the wires at each actuator set, and creating A-frame type supports on the sides 
to help support this very small structure, which is now only 6 inches in diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the modified bank was finalized in its design, the Pro-Engineer .prt file as 
seen in Figure 13 was converted to a .stl file shown in Figure 14. This is the file type 
needed to manufacture the piece using stereolithography. Stereolithography is essentially 
three-dimensional printing that allows for the creation of a solid resin object from CAD 
drawings. Depending upon the detail of the piece and the model of the machine, the 
process can take between a couple hours to over 24 hours. The machine works by a 
computer driving an ultraviolet laser and a perforated platform immersed in a tank of 
liquid photopolymer. As the laser comes in contact with the polymer it hardens and the 
piece is built up layer by layer. Each layer is extremely tiny measuring about one tenth of 
a millimeter. 
Figure 13. Back view of the scaled down bank 
insert. 
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In addition to stereolithographing the bank insert, the turret itself was also 
stereolithographed. The pieces could then be sanded (they are sometimes rough with 
extraneous pieces of resin after manufacturing), painted and fit together. The pieces were 
painted to minimize light reflection during future Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
measurements and Flow Visualization. The manufactured results are shown in Figures 
15-22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Two angled views of the scaled-
down bank insert as a .stl file in Pro-Engineer. 
Figure 15. Front view of stereolithographed 
scaled-down bank insert. 
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Figure 16. Back view of stereolithographed 
scaled-down bank insert. 
Figure 17. Angled view of stereolithographed 
and painted scaled-down bank insert. 
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Figure 18. Bottom view of stereolithographed 
and painted scaled-down bank insert. 
Figure 19. Stereolithographed turret without 
bank insert and half painted. 
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Figure 20. Inside view of top half of turret 
outfitted with pressure sensors. 
Figure 21. Stereolithographed turret outfitted 
with unpainted bank insert. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Testing 
 
Hotwire anemometers were used to measure the magnitude of the 
synthetic jet velocities.  The hotwires used consisted of a very thin filament of 
approximately a millimeter in length, corresponding to a resistor in a bridge 
circuit, strung between two metal prongs.  As flow interacts with the filament, its 
temperature changes and thus changes the resistance of the filament; the greater 
the flow velocity, the greater the change in resistance.  Therefore, by measuring 
the voltage supplied to the resistor in a bridge circuit to maintain a zero voltage 
drop, the hotwire can measure flow velocity.  Accordingly, each hotwire 
anemometer was calibrated before use to obtain a calibration curve and 
coefficients.  To calibrate the hot wire, the Dantec Constant Temperature 
Anemometry (CTA) Bridge (the bridge circuit comprising the hotwire) was first 
balanced. At zero volts being supplied to the hotwire resistor, the variable resistor 
in the circuit is set to a level of resistance that establishes a zero voltage drop 
across the bridge. Doing so also requires selection of an overheating ratio. A ratio 
Figure 22. Stereolithographed turret outfitted 
with painted bank insert. 
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of .8 was selected based upon the Dantec Probe catalog.   Then using a TSI 
Calibration Jet to input a known jet velocity and a voltmeter to measure the output 
voltage supplied to the bridge circuit resistor, a calibration curve was obtained. 
Doing so provided a relationship between the voltage supplied to the resistor in 
the bridge circuit (corresponding to the hotwire) to maintain a zero voltage drop 
and a corresponding velocity. These calibration points obtained were then fit to a 
fourth order polynomial and five correlation coefficients were obtained. These 
coefficients were then entered into Labview 7.1 in order to automate the 
conversion from raw voltage data to the desired meters per second. Figure 23 
depicts an actual calibration curve used with corresponding correlation 
coefficients. (Calibration curves for all hotwires considered in this investigation 
can be found in Appendix I.) 
Hotwire #12, R_tot-hot = 8.4 ohms
y = 6.7492x4 - 31.805x3 + 68.667x2 - 77.313x + 35.056
R2 = 0.9999
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Figure 23. Example of a calibration curve used 
for hotwires to equate velocity from measured 
voltage   
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A number of resonator cavities of different depth and slot geometry were 
produced to determine the affect of cavity geometry on output synthetic jet 
velocity. Cavities designed for testing the 50 mm diameter actuators included 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 13 mm depths with straight and 30 degree angled exit slots. Using a 
clamped traverse supporting a metal arm, the hotwires were affixed above the exit 
slots of the cavities during testing. Using a digital displacement meter, the height 
above the exit slot could be measured after initially designating a height of zero. 
The actuators were stimulated using an AA Lab Systems A-303 High Voltage 
Amplifier and Modulator with a sine wave generator employed as the carrier 
frequency. A National Instruments PXI 8175 controller with Labview 7.1 was 
connected to the hotwires and modulator to operate the experimental apparatus, 
collect the voltages measured from the hotwire, and convert that output into the 
desired velocity data using an input calibration curve. An oscilloscope was also 
connected to the hotwires to visualize the measured signal output by the hotwire.  
See Figure 24 for an illustration of the experimental setup used during this 
investigation. 
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Experimental testing was then done on the actuator pairs with these cavity 
depths found from Equation (1) at different driving frequencies and amplitudes to 
create the highest velocity jet possible. Piezoelectric disk actuators with diameters 
of 50 were primarily considered. Test cavities produced for experimental 
investigation included both straight slots and slots angled at 30 degrees into the 
cross flow; however, results were predominantly obtained from actuator-cavity 
assemblies with a straight slot. Time series data was obtained to characterize the 
behavior of the jet velocity over time and confirm past experimental work 
conducted on the formation of synthetic jets. Although velocity measurements 
were taken primarily at the exit of the resonator cavity, the relationship between 
local velocity and height above the cavity’s opening slot exit was also 
Figure 24. Illustration of experimental set-up 
used during investigation.  (Note drawing not 
to scale.) 
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investigated. Doing so provided information in regards to the strength of the jet, 
in zero cross flow, as it propagates away from the test cavity. The 27mm diameter 
disk actuators were later considered (after a change in available test facilities 
required a smaller turret model). 
The effects of driving a single actuator versus two actuators in tandem 
were also considered. Additionally, the influence of driving both actuators in or 
out of phase was also explored. To drive an actuator out of phase, the lead wires, 
were switched on the voltage modulator: connecting red to black and vice versa. 
“In phase” refers to the default set-up of the actuators embedded in each test 
cavity. At this setting the vibrating diaphragm of each actuator makes 
simultaneous inward and outward strokes; inward is defined as the diaphragm 
moving towards the centerline of the cavity. Again moving much like bellows do, 
the effective size of the cavity shrinks and then expands as the diaphragm vibrates 
and completes its cycle of inward and outward displacement. “Out of phase” 
corresponds to one diaphragm reversing its default order of inward and outward 
strokes. Accordingly, as one actuator completes its inward stroke, the other 
actuator is simultaneously completing its outward stroke. With such a motion, the 
effective cavity size remains approximately the same as it shifts back and forth. 
 
 
Chapter 4: Results 
Analysis of a series of exit velocities for different actuator-test cavities 
identified two peak velocities at separate input frequencies. For the larger 
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actuators, the higher magnitude peak is consistently observed around 1050 to 
1100 Hz for each test cavity depth. Therefore, as expected, the actuator-cavity 
assemblies considered produced peak velocities when stimulated at a frequency 
approximating the resonance of the actuator structure. Furthermore, the second, 
lesser velocity peak commonly found from 300 to 500 Hz, then corresponds to the 
resonance frequency of the test cavity. Figure 25 illustrates the common velocity 
vs. frequency distribution obtained in this investigation. In this figure below, two 
peak velocities are identified; a lesser magnitude peak velocity at the approximate 
frequency of the cavity structure’s resonance and the superior magnitude velocity 
at the resonance frequency of the actuator.  With such behavior commonly 
demonstrated by all actuators and test cavity combinations, the results of this 
investigation confirm the experimental results of past studies that found the 
highest synthetic jet velocities to occur at the resonance of the actuator and cavity. 
The results presented in Figure 25 were obtained using a 27 mm diameter actuator 
with a 2 mm test cavity depth and 3 volt driving amplitude.  Reference Appendix 
II for additional velocity profiles obtained early in this investigation using the 50 
mm diameter actuators. 
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Figure 25 above also highlights an inconsistency between runs in 
measured peak velocities. This particular test did not use a digital meter as in the 
other tests, which is most likely the cause of this inconsistency. Also, due to the 
fact that the actuator-cavity assembly often times produces a weaker jet, 
physically detectable to an observer even at optimum settings, implies that the 
inconsistency is not induced by measurement error from the hotwire. The 
piezoelectric actuators used in this investigation are the same devices commonly 
used in smoke detectors to generate the warning alarm. As such, these devices are 
less sophisticated and subject to inconsistency in manufacturing.  Similarly, 
inconsistencies in the manufacturing of the actuator-cavity assemblies (such as 
tolerances in machined parts, amounts of glue or solder used, etc.) would also 
play a role. 
Figure 25. Typical velocity distribution over 
the considered range of driving frequencies; 
highlights actuator inconsistency.   
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However, consistency between results was proven feasible, as shown in 
Figure 26, which corresponds to 50 mm diameter actuator with a 4 mm test cavity 
and 4 volt driving amplitude. Most importantly, despite an inconsistency in 
measured peak velocity values, the frequency and amplitude inputs that generated 
peak outputs remained consistent. Therefore, an optimum driving frequency and 
amplitude for each actuator-cavity apparatus was identified, as presented in Table 
1. Due to the discussed inconsistency, the results presented below have been 
generalized; the tabulated velocities below did not account for the number of test 
runs where significantly weaker velocities were obtained. 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Output velocity vs. input frequency; 
two separate consistent runs.  
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actuator diameter 
[mm] 
cavity depth 
[mm] 
max velocity 
[m/s] 
driving frequency 
[Hz] 
50 1 X X 
50 2 20 - 30 1100 
50 3 25 - 35 1100 
50 4 40 - 50 1050 
50 13 X X 
27 2 70-80 2450 
 
 
 
As shown in the table above, cavity depths of 1mm and 13mm failed to 
initially produce synthetic jets with any degree of consistency and, given the 
relative success of the 2, 3, and 4 mm depth cavities, were rarely considered over 
the long term consideration of cavity depth. The 1 mm depth cavity likely failed 
due to the noticeable limitations in manufacturing that resulted in an obstructed 
exit slot.  
Consider the relationship between each cavity’s peak velocity and 
resonance frequency. Table 2 depicts the secondary driving frequency responsible 
for the secondary peak velocity obtained for each cavity depth considered with the 
larger actuator. 
cavity depth 
[mm] 
secondary  
driving frequency [Hz] 
2 300-350 
3 300-375 
4 400-450 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Generalized peak velocity results for 
considered actuator-cavity assemblies at a 
driving amplitude of 3 volts.  
Table 2. Relationship between test cavity depth 
and secondary driving frequency.  
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As seen in the data above, the cavity producing the (consistently) highest 
magnitude velocity (4mm) also has a secondary driving frequency (i.e. cavity 
resonance frequency) closest to that of the actuator. Therefore, analysis of data 
suggests higher velocities are obtained from an actuator-cavity assembly that 
decreases the difference between the resonance frequencies of its components. 
Thus, the experimental data confirms that the ideal system would appear to be one 
with coupled resonance of the actuator and cavity, if possible5. 
Overall, the larger actuator was observed to produce maximum velocities 
most consistently with a 4 mm test cavity and 1050 Hz driving frequency. The 
corresponding velocities obtained at resonance were typically in the 
range of 40 to 50 meters per second. The considered small diameter actuator 
commonly produced velocities in the range of 70 to 80 meters per second at a 
driving frequency of 2450 Hz. Note that, as displayed in Figure 23, the smaller 
actuator assembly was observed to generate maximum jet velocities of 90 meters 
per second and above. For the 27 mm diameter actuators, the 2 mm depth cavity 
was selected in order to create an approximate half-scale of the previously 
successful 4mm test used with the larger actuator. 
Actuators were stimulated with carrier frequencies over a range of 
amplitudes. At higher driving amplitudes, the actuators were found to create 
higher velocities. However, increasing the amplitude of stimulation had no affect 
on the location of local maxima for velocity in the spectrum of considered 
frequencies; given higher driving amplitude, velocities obtained for each cavity 
depth and actuator size were consistently higher at each frequency. Figure 27 
28 
depicts this behavior by illustrating an increase in velocity while holding a 
constant pattern for velocities obtained over the range of considered driving 
frequencies. The results presented in Figure 27 were obtained using a single 4 mm 
diameter actuator in a 3 mm depth test cavity; however, these results were 
consistent for all considered actuators and test cavities.  See Appendix III for 
individual test-run data. 
At amplitudes of over 4.0 volts, the increased magnitude of membrane 
displacement resulted in the lead wire connections separating from the actuator 
membrane after extended use. Therefore, driving the actuators at amplitude 
greater than 4.0 volts was found to be impractical and not considered. 
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Figure 27. The effect of driving amplitude on 
exit velocity over the considered range of 
frequencies  
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Results obtained from changing the number and phase of actuators used 
remain consistent with the exit velocity behavior previously displayed over a 
spectrum of velocities; despite varying parameters, jet velocities obtained still 
peaked around both the resonance frequencies of the actuator and cavity 
structures. However, the manner in which they peaked differed between test 
cases. A single actuator was found to produce maximum velocities at the 
resonance frequency of the actuator, with a local maximum of lesser velocity 
achieved around the resonance frequency of the cavity. On the same test cavity, 
two actuators driven in phase produced maximum velocities primarily at 
frequencies approximating the cavity’s resonance frequency. Additionally, only a 
slight increase in velocities was experienced as driving frequencies approached 
the resonance frequency of the actuators. When driven out of phase, this behavior 
was reversed; the maximum velocity was obtained at the resonance frequency of 
the actuator, with even less of an increase in velocity when driven at the cavity’s 
resonance frequency. 
Figure 28 provides an illustration of these results, as obtained using 50 
mm diameter actuators, on a 4 mm depth test cavity, at 3 volts driving amplitude. 
As shown in figure 28, using this actuator-cavity apparatus, exit velocities of 
approximately 40 meters per second and above were obtained, with the potential 
to produce 20 meters per second velocities consistently over a range of input 
driving frequencies. 
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Time series data collected in this investigation have confirmed the time-
periodic behavior of the jet, as shown in Figures 29 and 30. During this 
investigation of time series data, a sampling frequency of 10 kHz was used. 
Therefore, because the corresponding Nyquist frequency of 5000 Hz is well above 
the maximum considered frequency of 1200 Hz, the time series data can be 
analyzed without fear of signal aliasing. At a height of 0 mm above the exit slot, 
the point where the synthetic jet leaves the slot and begins its outward 
propagation, there are two distinguishable peaks.  The initial peak of greater 
magnitude corresponds to the ejection of fluid from the cavity. Note that the 
hotwire only measures the magnitude of the jet’s velocity and not the direction. 
Accordingly, the second peak of lesser magnitude, although also positive in value, 
is actually fluid moving in the opposing direction. This inward motion of fluid 
Figure 28. Comparison of exit velocities 
obtained with single and dual actuators in and 
out of phase.  
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corresponds to the suction stroke of the actuator apparatus as fluid is pulled into 
the cavity in preparation for the next jet-generating outward gust. Therefore, using 
an oscilloscope to visualize the hotwire’s measured output signal, the location of 
the hotwire at the slot’s exit (i.e. a height of 0 mm) can be confirmed by two 
distinguishable peaks of comparable amplitude. At a height of 1 mm, the synthetic 
jet has begun to propagate outward and the suction stroke is less noticeable. Time 
series data of the synthetic jet at heights of 2 mm and above reveal no trace of an 
inward motion fluid corresponding to the suction stroke. 
Figures 29 and 30 depict time series data obtained from a 50 mm diameter 
actuator with a 1050 Hz driving frequency, embedded in a 4 mm depth test cavity.  
Appendix IV depicts additional time series data obtained from a 2 mm depth test 
cavity with a driving frequency of 1100 Hz. Note that Figure 29 displays raw data 
that has been measured by the hotwire in volts and has not been converted to 
meters per second using the calibration curve. Figure 30 illustrates the 
corresponding velocity data, having been converted using the same calibration 
curve depicted in Figure 23. 
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Figure 29. Raw synthetic jet time series data 
obtained using hotwire #12 at varying heights 
above the exit slot.  
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Additional consideration was given to the relationship to jet velocity as it 
leaves the test cavity and propagates upwards. Figure 31 depicts results 
commonly obtained from this investigation of velocity vs. height. Note that the 
height measured above the slot exit is with respect to the thickness of the slot. 
Results confirmed previous experimental results indicating a downstream 
reduction in the jet’s kinetic energy as the vortical structures of the jet dissipate.5 
Consecutive tests on multiple test cavities and actuators concluded that after 
approximately 2 to 3 mm, the velocity of the jet would decrease with local 
velocities of approximately half the exit velocity observed at heights around 10 
mm. The results presented in Figure 31 were obtained using a 50 mm diameter 
actuator embedded in a 2 mm test cavity with driving amplitude of 3 volts.  
Figure 30. Converted synthetic jet time series 
data obtained at varying heights above the exit 
slot.  
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During the investigation of the relationship between local jet velocity and 
height above the cavity exit slot, interesting results were obtained using one of the 
2mm test cavities.  As shown in Appendix III, 2mm test cavity #1 displayed a 
decrease in local velocity at heights of 2 and 3 mm above the exit slot.  After this 
height however, the local velocity trends observed were consistent with data 
samples obtained from 2 mm test cavity #2.  This aberration was not observed 
during any other test runs on any test cavity and may be attributed to the lack of 
sophistication and precision which characterize the piezoelectric disks and 
contribute to the inconsistency experienced on many experimental considerations 
in this investigation.  See Appendix III for complete results regarding this 
investigation.   
In anticipation for future work, the 27 mm actuators were installed into the 
insert designed for the half-scale turret model.  With 11 actuators total, the exit 
Figure 31. Typical relation for local jet velocity 
vs. height above point of propagation.  
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velocities over the considered span of driving frequencies were investigated.  The 
results regarding the relationship between input frequency and output jet velocity 
were consistent with those obtained previously.  The results, as summarized by 
Figure 32, also highlight the potential for high-velocity synthetic jet production 
using the smaller 27 mm actuator but also the high degree of inconsistency 
between actuators.  See Appendix VI for the results of each actuator assembly 
considered on the insert.   [Data in Appendix VI collected by graduate student, 
Ms. Marlyn Andino.] 
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Note that because of aforementioned limitations in available experimental 
facilities, to date, only the smaller turret insert intended for the 27 mm disk 
Figure 32.  Exit velocities obtained from 27 
mm actuators embedded in the turret insert 
prototype.  
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actuators has been outfitted for testing.  See Appendix VI for the velocity profiles 
obtained for actuators 2 through 11. 
 
 
Chapter 5: Applications 
 
In general, synthetic jets have many applications. Some of these 
applications include modification of the aerodynamic properties of bluff bodies1, 
control of the flow state above a NACA-4412 airfoil2, reduction of flatplate 
boundary skin layer4, and numerous other flow control applications. The actuator 
disks optimized in our work are being used and can continue to be used in the 
fields of flow control, aero-optics, and jet noise. 
 
I. Aero-optics 
As discussed previously, the shear layer that occurs on airborne optical 
systems can create optical distortion. In the case of this work, the optimized 
actuation disks are being utilized to control an airborne laser turret, which will 
continue to be an ongoing research project in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory at 
Syracuse University. The results from our work and the further investigations will 
help enable pilots to complete their laser targeting missions more effectively. 
Other military applications in communications, surveillance, weapons guidance 
systems, and directed energy weapons, in addition to commercial applications in 
communications and imaging spectroscopy could utilize the results of our work. 
 
II. Jet Noise 
A secondary application of the piezoelectric disk actuators currently being 
considered by Syracuse University and the Anechoic Chamber Graduate Lab is 
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the reduction of jet noise. Through correlation of the near field pressure with the 
far field sound, recent investigations have identified the region of a jet most 
responsible for the production of sound. Additionally, relationships between the 
near field pressure distribution and far field sound have been obtained. Therefore, 
insight to a method of flow control with potential to reduce sound is identified: by 
forcing a change in the jet’s pressure distribution. Accordingly, using the 
piezoelectric actuators considered in this investigation provides a potential 
method to facilitate this change. Using the generated synthetic jet’s ability to 
manipulate cross flow, the shear layer of the jet could be manipulated in an 
attempt to achieve this change in pressure distribution. In doing so, the desired 
affect would be the predicted decrease in far field sound. Currently, an apparatus 
to house the actuators and deliver synthetic jets to the shear layer of the jet is 
being designed by graduate students at Syracuse University. Several prototypes 
have been manufactured and experimental investigation is underway.3 
 
 
 
Chapter 6: Conclusions 
The 50 mm diameter actuator with a cavity depth of 4 mm produced 
maximum velocities most consistently.  Therefore, with such consistency, a cavity 
depth of 4 mm was selected for the actuator insert designed for use in the aero-
optics turret. The 27 mm diameter actuators were found to produce velocities of 
higher magnitudes than the larger 50 mm diameter actuators. Using a cavity depth 
of 27 mm, velocities obtained consistently approached 70 to 80 m/s, with a 
maximum velocity of over 90 m/s. Given the potential for velocities with the 
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smaller diameter actuator, an additional turret insert is being designed to 
accommodate the smaller, 27 mm diameter actuators. Peak velocities obtained 
using both diameter actuators were located consistently with the resonance 
frequencies of the actuators and cavities, confirming past experimental work on 
the formation of synthetic jets. Comparison of driving frequencies implies that the 
cavity which produced the highest velocity jet (4mm) is also characterized by a 
resonance closest to that of the actuator. Therefore, the results of this study 
suggest that actuator-cavity assemblies with coupled resonance will produce 
higher magnitude synthetic jets. An increase in driving amplitude was found to 
correlate with higher velocity propagation. Driving amplitude did not affect the 
relationship between input driving frequency and output velocity. Because of 
hardware limitations, driving amplitudes greater than 4 volts can not be sustained. 
Dual actuation was found to produce slightly higher velocities, whereas changing 
the phase of the actuators did not affect the peak velocities obtained, but changed 
whether the resonance of the cavity or actuator yielded peak velocities.  Through 
analysis of time series data of jet velocities at different heights above the cavity 
slot, this investigation’s experimental set-up was validated through confirmation 
of previous results regarding the propagation of synthetic jets and their time-
periodic nature. Use of the piezoelectric actuators at optimized parameters for 
cavity depth, driving frequency and amplitude allow the generated synthetic jet to 
transfer a more favorable amount of linear momentum to the cross flow, allowing 
for manipulation of the separated shear layer . Therefore, the piezoelectric 
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actuators optimized in this investigation present great potential for use in aero-
optics and numerous other aerodynamic applications. 
 
 
Chapter 7: Future Work 
 
 Using the turret insert designed for and outfitted with the optimized 27 
mm disk actuators, the effect of the synthetic jets on the cross-flow over the turret 
will be experimentally investigated using the subsonic wind tunnel located in the 
basement of Syracuse University’s Link Hall.  Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
will be utilized to visualize the flow’s interaction with the turret, with and without 
the actuators. 
 Because the smaller actuators were found to produce higher velocity 
synthetic jets when compared to the larger 50 mm disk actuators, a new turret 
insert prototype at original scale has been designed to house the 27 mm actuators.  
Once manufactured, this full scale turret insert will be outfitted with disk 
actuators and tested at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 
Ultimately, through the application of closed-loop feedback control, the 
actuator-cavity assemblies will be utilized as a tool for flow control.  The 
techniques and methods of closed-loop control to be deployed have been 
developed and investigated in previous studies at Syracuse University using 
similar piezoelectric actuators.2 
 Similarly, an apparatus to house the 27 mm disks and apply synthetic jets 
to the challenge of jet-noise reduction has been developed.  An apparatus to house 
the 50 mm actuators was previously designed during the summer of 2006.  These 
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prototypes will be outfitted with the appropriate actuators and used in jet-noise 
reduction testing at Syracuse University’s Anechoic Chamber.   As previously 
mentioned, the results obtained from this investigation, in regards to the behavior 
of actuator-cavity assemblies and their corresponding synthetic jets, will be 
applied to this future study.  
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Appendix I 
 
Hotwire Calibration Curves 
 
Hotwire #16, R_tot-hot = 5.79 ohms
y = -35.459x4 + 234.81x3 - 407.05x2 + 279.6x - 68.633
R2 = 0.9995
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Hotwire #16, R_tot-hot = 6.15 ohms
y = -15.203x4 + 133.21x3 - 290.98x2 + 250.29x - 76.809
R2 = 0.9999
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Hotwire #14, R_tot-hot = 5.79 ohms
y = -35.459x4 + 234.81x3 - 407.05x2 + 279.6x - 68.633
R2 = 0.9995
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Hotwire #14, R_tot-hot = 5.832 ohms
y = -68.359x4 + 368.47x3 - 558.26x2 + 340.53x - 74.663
R2 = 0.9998
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Hotwire #14, R_tot-hot = 6.15 ohms
y = -47.567x4 + 306.38x3 - 606.57x2 + 494.43x - 145.23
R2 = 0.9999
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 Hotwire #15, R_tot-hot = 5.90 ohms
y = -213.35x4 + 872.16x3 - 1134.9x2 + 614.39x - 120.84
R2 = 0.9998
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 Hotwire #7, R_tot-hot = 5.97 ohms
y = -315.99x4 + 1242.5x3 - 1648.9x2 + 924.8x - 188.97
R2 = 0.9992
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Hotwire #12, R_tot-hot = 6.17 ohms
y = -7.1428x4 + 138.44x3 - 245.05x2 + 154.12x - 33.441
R2 = 0.9999
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Hotwire #12, R_tot-hot = 8.4 ohms
y = 6.7492x4 - 31.805x3 + 68.667x2 - 77.313x + 35.056
R2 = 0.9999
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Appendix II 
 
Exit Velocities, 50 mm actuator, 2 and 4 mm test cavity*, 3 and 4 volt driving 
amplitude. ( Early results obtained using hotwire #7) 
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*At the time of this test, a 3 mm test cavity produced erroneous jet velocities 
never exceeding 5 m/s over the entire range of considered input frequencies.  The 
47 
specific cause of this one-time occurrence is unknown, but most likely a result of 
manufacturing errors in the test cavity.  Although documented, this error was not 
a consistent problem during other experimental considerations using the 3mm test 
cavity. 
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Appendix III 
 
Increasing Driving Amplitude Data: Exit Velocity, 3mm Test Cavity, 50mm 
Actuator, obtained with Hotwires #1 and #7 
 
(a) Amplitude 2.5 volts* 
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*data taken with hotwire #1 only at this amplitude setting due to technical 
diffuculties 
 
(b) Amplitude 3 volts 
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(c) Amplitude 3.5 volts 
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(d) Amplitude 4 volts 
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Appendix IV 
 
Time series, 2mm test cavity, 0mm above slot, 1050 Hz driving frequency 
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Appendix V 
 
Investigation local jet velocity with respect to height above the cavity’s slot exit.  
(Exit slot 1 mm wide.) 
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2mm test cavity #1, 1100 Hz Frequency
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2mm test cavity #2, 1100 Hz Frequency
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Appendix VI 
 
Exit Velocities obtained from imbedded 27 mm actuators #’s 2 through 11 on 
turret insert 
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Actuator 2
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Actuator 4
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Actuator 6
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Actuator  8
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Actuator 10
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